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Welcome,
The time has finally come, the 12th edition of the 
magazine has appeared, it took a long time and a 
lot has happened, but it is done. There are again 
specials, including an article about pulsedriver, 
three pages on which you can read everything that 
has changed at HUMAG over time and how the de-
sign has changed, one page about one of the biggest 
hands up fans, namely Gabriel Chai from Singapo-
re, who also works as a DJ, an exclusive interview 
with Nick Unique and at the locations an article 
about Der Gelber Elefant discotheque in Mühlheim 
an der Ruhr. For the first time, this magazine is also 
available for download in English from our website 
for our friends from Poland and Singapore and from 
many other countries. We keep our fingers crossed 
that the events will continue in 2021 and hopefully 
the Easter Rave and the TechnoBase birthday will 
take place. Since I was really getting started again 
professionally and was also ill, there were unfortu-
nately long delays in the publication of the magazi-
ne. I apologize for this.
I wish you happy reading,
Have a nice Christmas and a happy new 
year.
Your Richard Gollnik

Something Christmas
by Marious
The new Song Christmas Time
by Mariousis now available on all 
download portals

  Richard Gollnik
  richard@humag.info
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What is 
       Hands Up

The genre of music first developed in Germany from the mid-1990s to the early 
2000s from various currents, mainly Eurodance, Happy Hardcore and Uplifting 
Trance. Eurodance representatives such as Starsplash (Charly Lownoise & Franky 
Tunes) and Mark ’Oh are sometimes seen as forerunners of hands up. The music 
had its greatest commercial success until the mid-2000s, Scooter, for example, 
made it to number one in the single charts with Nessaja. Artists like Groove Covera-
ge, Brooklyn Bounce and Cascada were also able to record some successes in the top 
chart positions. The techno magazine Raveline describes Hands Up as „140-BPM 
dance music, content with sawtooth lead sounds, poppy hooks, breakbeat loops 
and sidechain bass“ and named Rocco & Bass-T, Manian, 89ers, Special D. and 
The Real Booty Babes as style-forming artists. The synthesizer melodies are often 
catchy and simple, mostly bright SuperSaw sounds are used. The vocal melody is 
often accompanied by a synthesizer. In contrast to the uplifting trance, rather short, 
powerful synthesizer tones are used. In terms of structure, Hands Up does not rely 
on building up tension, but is based on the typical stanza-refrain-pop music sche-
me. The main elements are the bassline, the drums and the catchy lead sound. A 
typical stylistic device of the hands-up is pitched female or the resulting feminine 
voices, male singing is also common. In addition, there are distorted, chopped up 
and repetitive spoken sentences as a characteristic (example: Jens O. - One More). 
Jumpkicks from the Jumpstyle genre are occasionally used as a variation. In some 
productions hardstyle, electro and dubstep elements or rap parts are integrated.
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 A great spacey song
 The new Song Hyperdrive by Pinball
 is now available on all download portals



Hands Up Classics
      Pulsedriver

DJ Pulsedriver (born February 22, 1974 in Schleswig-Holstein; civil 
Slobodan Petrovic jr.) Is a German DJ and music producer. Further-
more, Pulsedriver has been operating the record label Aqualoop 
Records since 2000. Slobodan Petrovic Jr. began his career as a DJ 
in the early 90s in smaller clubs and with his own events, where he 
played music from the fields of hiphouse, swingbeat, techno, house 
and acid house. In the early days of his career, he made money 
doing odd jobs, which he used to finance equipment for his first 
studio. In 1994 Slobodan Petrovic jr. his own production and pub-
lishing company „Aqualoop Productions GmbH“. Under his initial 
DJ pseudonym Tibby, Petrovic quickly established himself in the 
growing dance & rave scene and played in many discos in Germany. 
The impressions he gained from his performances gave him his own 
ambition of dance music develop. His first vinyl appeared in 1994 
with the name Aqualoop - Twilight Zone. [2] Twilight Zone was
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successful and later productions and projects were able to build on this success. In 1997 Slobodan called Petrovic 
Jr. launched his Pulsedriver project. The first single, Rhythmic Trip, was sold almost 10,000 times on vinyl, licen-
sed worldwide and quickly made the Pulsedriver project very well known. Later releases like Timemachine or I’m 
Rushin ‘helped Pulsedriver to Europe-wide appearances in hip clubs and at raves. The commercial success of his 
publications began with the single Kiss That Sound / Something For Your Mind, which was the first to enter the 
German sales charts. He now has more than 40 chart singles nationally and internationally. He also worked as a 
producer for Rocco („Everybody“, „Drop The Bass“, „Generation Of Love“), La Vallée („The Sky Ain‘t The Limit“), 
Lovestern Galaktika Project or Limelight („Like A Prayer“) were particularly successful. With almost 1 million 
monthly listeners on Spotify, Pulsedriver is still a guarantee for successful dance productions. The single „One 
To Make Her Happy“ has already reached more than 12 million streams. In addition to his “Pulsedriver” project, 
Slobodan Petrovic jr. best known for his Topmodelz project. Other projects include DJ Tibby, Trans Balear, Killa 
Squad, Don Esteban, Pinball, Sal De Sol, Rave Busters, Malibu Drive and Limelight. Furthermore, Pulsedriver 
works on songs for and with Kerstin Ott, for whose album „Courage for Disaster“ he was awarded gold. In 2000 
Pulsedriver founded his own dance label Aqualoop Records, on which he publishes and markets his songs to this 
day. Another label called „Feed My Beat Records“, which stands for club-oriented music, was founded in 2012.

    
          some songs:   
      Move For Freedom (2002)
      Slammin (2004)
      Beat Bangs!!! (2004)
      Vagabonds (2005)  
      Celebrate The Classics (2007)   
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          Interview     
         Nick unique 

Are you planning a new song?
Some new songs are currently being planned. In December 2020 there will be a „Nick 
Unique & Friends“ album with 18 tracks. 70 percent of the album is filled with hands 
up tracks. There will be a few older tracks I have remastered, but new and exclusive 
tracks will soon also be available for all listeners in this album.

What exactly is your life as a DJ / producer like?
As a music producer you spend a lot of time in front of the computer, but I also see 
that as totally positive. After a stressful day, I enjoy the quiet, open a cold beer and 
start my next music project. Very often one thing leads to another, and inspiration 
comes naturally. Sometimes I get many music assignments at the same time, which 
means working late into the night. Even if I really enjoy doing it, of course it can be 
very exhausting, after which I allow myself enough break just for myself. So, I balance 
my daily production rhythm again.

When did you discover your love for music and how did your career start?
At the age of 7 I started taking piano lessons. I noticed at a young age that I often 
had melodic ideas, which I always wanted to implement on the piano. At the age of 
12 I composed my first piece of music, which I could play at a concert with 30 to 50 
listeners. At the same time, I discovered the „Future Trance” compilations for the first 
time. A few years later I also became a fan of the “TechnoBase.FM” radio. From then 
on I really wanted to know how all the producers finish their tracks, so I studied their 
music.
At the age of 17 I treated myself to my first music program and presented it on YouTu-
be and various social media. The reactions were good, and I got to know other musici-
ans too. I received various tips to improve the quality of my tracks. After many years of 
learning, I got my own fan community, which supports me and my music.

What do you think is the best thing about life as a musician?
As a producer, it‘s a good feeling when you can capture your own ideas and thoughts 
in the music. In other words, it‘s like talking with your music and others are listening 
to you. I particularly enjoy it when my listeners can identify themself with my music. 
Some have already spoken to me about it and for me personally it is incredibly nice 
when I get such opinions back as feedback. It‘s uplifting and motivates me to keep 
going.

Are there any performances that you remember?
Unfortunately, I have not had a real performance myself. What stuck in my mind, 
however, is a visit to an Italobrothers concert. All hands up hits of the great group were 
sung live - it was a fantastic atmosphere! In 2014 I was able to take a fan photo of this 
event as a memento.
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              The Logo of
             Nick Unique

         Nich Unique with
             Italobrothers



         Interview
        Nick Unique
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             Nick Unique 
            Promotion Foto

What kind of music do you like to listen to privately?
A particularly good question! At home or with my car, I also enjoy a completely different genre such as Pop, Contempo-
rary R&B or Deep House. Amazingly, based on my diverse taste in music, I can adopt many ideas for my productions 
in Hands Up and Happy Hardcore. I really enjoy being showered by the relaxing lounge music in combination with the 
gentle bass. But sometimes I am also full of energy and must let pump the bass of the current Hands Up and Happy 
Hardcore tracks.

How do you personally see the future of Hands Up?
As we listeners and producers in the Hands Up scene know, there are already a lot of divided opinions on this topic, but 
I will be very happy to share my opinion.
Personally, I think Hands Up will be around as long as the listeners celebrate the genre and people buy the tracks and 
promote them. People never should forget that Hands Up has NEVER been global, or ever will reach global. A compa-
rison with “Festival EDM” would therefore be like a comparison between apples and pears.
What the genre makes so unique: Hands Up is flexible!
With Hands Up you can produce uncomplicated bootlegs (free and unofficial) and also uncomplicated official remixes, 
add elements from more well-known genres (Euphoric Hardstyle, UK Hardcore, EDM, Pop and even Hip Hop, ...), 
as well as the combination of different musical instruments make yourself very easy with Hands Up. It doesn‘t matter 
whether you play a piano solo, an electric guitar solo or a flute solo - the Hands Up sounds almost always go with it, if 
you want!

How it will go on with Hands Up remains to be seen. If there are still people in the world who think at least as much as 
I do, I think Hands Up will continue to live!

Who are your musical role models?
Italobrothers have impressed me since they started. The unique style, the catchy melodies and sounds as well as the 
friendly demeanor of the boy group has always been very impressive to me. The Dancefloor Kingz are also one of my 
absolute idols. Apart from the fact that I have been in personal contact with the Dancefloor Kingz for over a year, I 
already celebrated their professional works as a child. Also, it‘s an honor for me to learn from Dancefloor Kingz as they 
taught me some tricks about music production.
Furthermore, my good friend and co-producer DrumMasterz has always accompanied and supported me on my way to 
success. I owe him a lot for my career. Because of this, I see DrumMasterz not only as a friend, but also as a role model. 
Ultimately, in my opinion, teamwork is the key to success.



       Party Pictures
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The corona pandemic keeps the world in suspense and because of the re-
quirements Unfortunately there are no parties or other events such as Tra-
de fairs take place. The events industry is suffering very heavy losses and is 
facing bankruptcy. We only have a look back at the past events in the last 
year such as the Easter Rave or the Technobase birthday both in the Turbi-
nenhalle in Oberhausen. Hopefully it will continue soon. 
Event industry hold on !!!



        Technobase.fm
             Volume 29

TechnoBase.FM Vol. 29
Available from December 4th
On December 4, 2020.
The popular TechnoBase.FM sampler will 
enter its 29th round. This time, too, the 
Compilaton can be purchased digitally in 
all common stores, such as Itunes, Google 
Playstore or Amazon, or as a CD - in
TechnoBase.FM fan shop!
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A purchase is also worthwhile this time, because again 75 brand new 
“HandsUp” and “Happy Hardcore” productions made it onto the three 
CDs. A colorful production mix with songs from legends of the HandsUp 
scene, such as Shaun Baker, DJ Gollum and Pulsedriver, but also from fres-
her faces from the HandsUp world, such as Quickdrop, Uwaukh and Tro-
nix DJ, ensure that all tastes are addressed will.

 

This time too, three delivered
   DJs a strong DJ again
      Mix off - namely Morty
      Simmons, Uwaukh and
             TechnoBase.FM-
            Resident Carreck.



  broadcast schedule     
    Technobase.fm

Monday
18:00 - 20:00 BaseTo (Wir brauchen Bass)
20:00 - 22:00 DJ Voggi (Beats Of Life)
22:00 - 00:00 Clix (Exploration of Melody)

Tuesday
12:00 - 14:00 Handsup Playerz (We are Hands Up) 
18:00 - 19:00 Carreck (Drop The Bass [HandsUp Edition]) 
19:00 - 20:00 Andre S. (Mixed in Motion) 
20:00 - 21:00 DJ Denny (Hands Up 4 Ever) 
21:00 - 22:00 eXo (Connected to the Beat) 
22:00 - 00:00 Hatchel (Feel The Rhythm)

Wednesday
18:00 - 20:00 Base (Let The Base Kick!)
20:00 - 22:00 DJ Bert S (Dutch Department) 
22:00 - 00:00 eXo (Connected to the Beat) 

Thursday
17:00 - 20:00 Orca (Explosive Sounds)
22:00 - 00:00 ma (Hands Up Factory)

Friday
16:00 - 18:00 Bilbo  (Weekend Feeling)
18:00 - 20:00 TuR0k (Welcome 2 Space)
20:00 - 22:00 TreBle Dance (TreBle Dance Live)
22:00 - 00:00 Jumpdancer (Jump To The Beat)

Saturday
16:00 - 18:00 TuR0k (Welcome 2 Space)

Sunday
10:00 - 11:00 eXo (Connected to the Beat)
11:00 - 13:00 pitchcontrollerz (Im Strom der Zeit)
13:00 - 14:00 Petsch (Mittagstisch)
14:00 - 17:00  Cortez (Handsup Paradise)
18:00 - 20:00 CANNONBALL (This Is My Sound)
20:00 - 22:00 DJ Bert S (The Playground)
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     crossword puzzle
  broadcast schedule     
    Technobase.fm
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Send the answer word to
gewinnspiel@humag.info and
get a surprise prize.
Closing date for entries: January 31, 2020 
The judges‘ decision is final
Winner of the surprise prize from edition 11: Rene S.

     ?



       Locations
  der Gelbe Elefant
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On this page we present event locations 
with photos and interesting information. 
This issue is about „Der gelbe Elefant“ in 
Mühlheim an der Ruhr.

Here the first Easter Rave took place on April 4th 2010 
in 3 areas. It was the discotheque for all night owls in 
Mülheim an der Ruhr and the surrounding area. Ad-
mission from the age of 16 and a size of 4000 square 
meters. There were constantly changing theme parties

and events of all kinds. He was known for allowing minors to stay until well past mid-
night and to drink alcohol properly. There was often trouble with the public order office. 
There was a change of operator several times. The last operator adhered to the rules of 
the public order office. The last party in „Der gelbe Elefant“ took place on Friday, Janu-
ary 7th, 2011. There will be a revival party on September 18, 2021 in the Turbinenhalle 
in Oberhausen to remember the time of the Yellow Elephant. Provided that the Corona 
crisis is over.



       WE Want you

You like to spend your free time on the PC and you are familiar with the
English spelling good.
Then you‘ve come to the right place in the editorial team!

We are looking for you and your skills. Besides the above
Requirements, the following points should apply to you:

    You can use Microsoft Word.
    You have a smartphone with WhatsApp or Telegram
    You are case-sensitive.
    You are reliable, open-minded & friendly.
 
 
If you want to support the Hands Up magazine then apply now!

You can expect a lot of fun and a little present.

Dare yourself and send us an email today in which you introduce yourself,
we are waiting for you!

richard@humag.info
robert@humag.info

Thank you very much
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A nice melody and voice

The new Song With You by X-Cess 
is now available on all download portals



 edition 1   edition 2   edition 3   edition 4
       with Starsplash          with Scooter   with Groove Coverage        with Cascada

                           Here is an overview of the last 12 issues of Hands Up magazine.
                       Everything started on October 1st, 2018 and now the 12th issue was 
            published on December 6th, 2020. Unfortunately, it always takes some
                         time before a new issue appears Since I have a lot to do 
                   privately and professionally, only those remain
                                         Weekends to write the magazine Even if it is
                                           maybe it doesn’t look like creating it isn’t like that
                                             easy. You have to look for topics, songs
                                                 must be heard, the crossword puzzle
                                                    must be created and researched
                                                      this will take several Weekends and
               you don‘t have time every weekend.
                                          So please don‘t be sad should it take a little longer.
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  Look back on 12
  Editions Humag
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   edition 5      edition 6   edition 7         edition 8
       with Basshunter          with Ziggy-X                      with Rocco                 with Bass-T

History of origin
One day was in the supermarket in the magazine department and looked 
around. I saw magazines for football for motorcycles for tattoos for hunters 
and for heavy metal and other musical styles then I thought to myself. Why 
isn‘t there a separate magazine about the Hands Up scene that would be really 
cool. So I made up my mind and off I went. I thought about the topics, the 
layout and the right software, tried a lot and achieved a lot. Some time later 
the first issue of the magazine was published. I was proud that I managed to 
contribute something to the hands up scene. Since that moment, the maga-
zine has grown steadily and there is now a Facebook group where you can 
exchange ideas about the magazine, receive information, cover topics, photos 
in front of everyone else and also receive praise and criticism.



  look back  on 12
  Editions  Humag
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 edition 9   edition 10   edition 11                       edition 12
       with Alex Megane         with DJ Gollum    with Italobrothers  with Pulsedriver

A lot has happened since the first edition. For example, I changed the software. It all started with 
the software Scribus, a freeware layout software. Back then the result was modest. Since the 2nd 
edition I‘ve been using Adobe InDesign, a professional software that is only available as a subscrip-
tion, the results from the 6th edition speak for themselves. I did the layout design myself
So there is no template in every issue, the design is improved a little. Now from the 12th issue the 
PDF looks like the magazine is in front of you. Since the 3rd edition, my brother has also suppor-
ted me in the editorial office. He is also responsible for the translation into English.

Incidentally, all issues are available for download at www.humag.info
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     Special 
  DJ Harpic

DJ Harpic real name Gabriel Chai 
born July 21, 1986 in Singapore was 
hailed in Singapore as the leader of 
Eurodance music and is a name many 
people associate with the Eurodance 
and Hands Up community 
in Singapore. 
He worked for the local radio station 
WKRZ 91.3 FM. There he got to know 
DJ Masterchef. It was through him 
that he met Manuel Reuter (DJ Ma-
nian), who is also the producer of the 
dance project Cascada and is also the 
head of Zooland Records. He has had 
a friendship with him for many years. 
His first professional show was on 
Boat Quay. Boat Quay used to be the 
nightlife hot spot in Singapore. One 
day one of his friends told him that 
there was a club there that was named 
after a DJ seeks. He went there and 
auditioned and got his first show in a 
place called Club X. (Nothing to do

with the club of the same name now in Clarke Quay.) When his father died he was very 
sad and during that time the people he met at Zooland Records helped him through a 
really difficult time. People like Dan Winter and Ryan T actually sent him a Lego set from 
the DOM Cathedral to cheer him up. Later he opened his own discotheque in Singapore, 
where he always gives his best and also likes to sing along. Unfortunately, there are also 
restrictions in Singapore due to Corona. For this reason the discotheque is closed. He 
therefore mainly works as Academic Director at Vaster Learning and takes care of his stu-
dents.

I will visit him in Singapore one day.



     New Releases
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The new Hit from 
Persian Raver
The new Song A Good Day by 
Persian Raver
is now available on all download 
portals

A great new Song
The new Song Heaven Lights by 
Marious & Naptone is now avail-
able on all download portals

A new hit from Flying 
Mindz
The new Song Everything 
by Flying Mindz is now available 
on all download portals
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     Leserpost

Hands Up Magazine
The Hands Up Magazine is published by:
Richard Gollnik Breitscheidstrasse 20 19258 Boizenburg  Germany
readers ask: leser@humag.info other inquiries: richard@humag.info
www.HUMAG.info

Your Message here? Send a E-Mail to:  leser@humag.info
reader mail by: Ralf-Heinz from Eichstätt
I’m more like flashed! The hottest magazine I know. Listen to Hands Up since the 
beginning and have always dreamed of a magazine of this music genre. Unfortunately, 
I come from a region where there are hardly any hands up fans left. But that’s not rel-
evant because I love and live this music. Unfortunately, my wife broke up with me be-
cause she only listens to house and so I had to make up my mind and decided on mu-
sic and the great love is Hands Up. I hope that this wonderful magazine will exist for 
many years to come and that it will bring us many more wonderful readership hours. 
I used to be an avid reader of the Bild newspaper and various “adult magazines” 🙂 but
now there is only one compulsory magazine for me, the Hands Up magazine. I would 
also find it extremely attractive if there were an English-language edition of this issue. 
Wish all readers have fun reading!

             Song of the Month                          
     SCOOTER
                              FCK 2020  
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